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INTRODUCTION
BY GRAHAM SHARPE, WILLIAM HILL
MEDIA RELATIONS DIRECTOR
I don’t have the necessary bottle to be a big-time gambler,
but I do like a bet and I know that over a period of time
the most proﬁtable wagers I have ever struck were when
I deliberately decided to go against prevailing opinion and
media pressure. As I write this book the strategy has paid
off big time on three recent separate occasions, each of
which demonstrate how this – well, it isn’t a system, but
almost a philosophy – works.
Towards the end of 2007, hints began to emerge that
the new prime minister, Gordon Brown, was strongly
tempted to hold a snap general election to endorse his
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position. The hints, and no one seemed quite sure where
they were coming from, became more and more strident.
Money began to be placed on an election before the end of
the year, and as the speculation and media spin took hold,
so the odds tumbled to the point where it was possible to
get odds of up to 11/4 that there would be no election.
I sat and watched and listened, and, of course, distributed
the odds to the media. Political specialists I talked to told
me that they had it on good authority that the election
would happen. My naive questions about why a dour,
cautious Scot, who had waited a decade to get the one
job at which he had aimed his entire career, would now
jeopardise the whole thing within weeks of taking it on
were brushed aside. But Brown had no need to go for
maybe three years. I could not see why he needed to
make a decision to go to the country and with that risk
losing what he had only just acquired. I advised anyone
likely to listen to me to bet against it happening.
Then, again just before the end of the year, unbeaten
popular boxer Ricky Hatton went to Las Vegas to take
on Floyd Mayweather – universally regarded as the best
pound-for-pound boxer in the world, even by those
who did not like his lifestyle or attitude. Before the ﬁght
most boxing observers had advised Ricky not to take on
the task and speculated that he would be up to a 3/1
outsider. By ﬁght time, with patriotic fervour, media hype
and pure optimism kicking in, Hatton’s odds had shrunk
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and Mayweather was available at odds as long as 8/13. He
won like a 1/5 shot.
And then along came the sacking of Newcastle boss
Sam Allardyce. Up went the list of odds about who would
succeed him. Harry Redknapp was not even included in
most lists or, if he was, he was out with the washing at 25/1.
Yet within hours he was odds-on favourite. Why? Well,
perhaps people knew that original favourite Alan Shearer
was not a prime target for club ofﬁcials, who might want
someone with experience. Okay, even if that were the
case there were plenty of other candidates with better
credentials than Harry. But as the deluge of cash continued
it became evident that the move for Harry was coming from
the Newcastle end, for whatever reason.
Now, Harry is no fool. He is expert at keeping his proﬁle
very high and he knows full well what he is worth and how
to keep that value at its optimum. But by now he was a
1/8 chance.
Again, I wondered why a man who had never ventured
much further north than Essex during his management
career, who owns valuable property on perhaps the most
sought-after part of the south coast, should want to uproot
his family to move to the North East? And at a time when
his own club was going along better than a club whose
history over the past half a century has been tempestuous
and seen off a whole string of bosses, all of whom left
without enhancing their own reputations or the club’s
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fortunes. Had I been so inclined I would have started laying
Redknapp with the betting exchanges.
Not every bandwagon sees its wheels shear off from
under it, but I am in no doubt that selectively opposing
popular opinion can ultimately lead to ﬁnancial enrichment.
So, this is my main contribution to the 1,001 Great Gambling
Tips you will ﬁnd in the following pages.
If any one of them was completely infallible there would
be no bookmakers left in business. Of course, they are
not. And in some cases what one source regards as a great
tip, another will regard as something to be avoided at all
costs.
Nonetheless, it is fascinating and instructive to read the
opinions and strategies of the many well-informed betting
brains I have persuaded to contribute, and the varied
sources I have delved into to locate relevant opinions.
There may be a little bit of overlap in what they say, but if
similar themes appear more than once it only emphasises
the likelihood that the advice is strong.
One of the great appeals of betting is that it not only offers
the prospect of ﬁnancial improvement, but also enhances
the process of watching any sporting contest. Never forget
that the ultimate realistic aim for most gamblers is not to
lose too much, rather than to make a proﬁt, and you will
continue to enjoy and appreciate the wonder of wagers
without ending up skint.
Graham Sharpe
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ABSOLUTELY VITAL
ADVICE
WORDS OF WISDOM

Deﬁnition of the art of giving tips: ‘Impersonating God’. –
the late writer, bon viveur, racing enthusiast, Jeffrey Bernard
‘Many receive advice, few proﬁt by it.’ – Publilius Syrus,
42BC; Syrian-born writer of Latin maxims
‘The problem for most punters is that they just don’t know
enough.’ Tipster Henry Rix is one of the few who makes it his
business to know everything it is possible to ascertain – and
helping you know it all is what this book is all about.
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‘To succeed you must not be easily swayed by the opinions
of others. You have to work out your own ideas and stand
by them.’ – noted pro punter Alan Potts
‘If I were you, I would not bet, but if you must bet – BET!’
– William I’Anson; as true now as when this Derby-winning
trainer (Blink Bonny, 1857; Blair Athol, 1864) dispensed it.
‘The question “Can a system beat the races?” can surely be
answered in the afﬁrmative.’ – doyen of system originators
Nick Mordin, 2002
‘The best system of all is to sell some sucker a system.’
– US betting expert Sidney Radner, 1964
‘Would have won is the same as losing.’ – Dave Nevison,
February 2008
‘A tip is an opinion. It might be a strong opinion – one
stated with some conviction – but it’s still an opinion, and
if all of them were bang on target then there wouldn’t be
such things as horse races.’– Jeffrey Bernard, 1991
‘The “gambler’s fallacy” is the belief that the probability
of an event is decreased when the event has occurred
recently, even though the probability of the event is
objectively known to be independent across trials.’ – Dek
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Terrell, Kansas State University, 1994, with an observation
which can affect many types of betting from casino numbers
to lotteries to horse racing.
THE GOLDEN RULES

We know you are a responsible gambler, but not everyone
is. So, basic and boring though you may ﬁnd it, please check
out these rules for making sure that you do not become a
problem gambler:

 Choose stakes you are comfortable with and can
afford. Bet within your means.
 Never bet with money you cannot afford to lose
 Never have a bet for the sake of it, there is always
the next race, or, if not, tomorrow.
 If you think you are having gambling problems,
be honest and admit it to yourself and
consult reputable organisations like GamCare
(0845 6000133; www.gamcare.org.uk), or
Gamblers’ Anonymous (0207 384 3040; www.
gamblersanonymous.org.uk) for help.
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 Never gamble when you are over-tired or drunk
or under the inﬂuence of any other substances.
 Never expect to win.

SHARPE’S LEGENDARY LORES OF BETTING

 Never back any reality TV contender who appears
to have half or more of his/her brain still intact to
win the contest.
 Always assume that any ofﬁcial statement from a
football club relating to an event on which you
may be planning to bet – e.g. dismissal of current
boss, appointment of another one, potential
purchase/sale of players – is complete and utter
tosh.
 Always watch a boxing match with the sound
turned down so that you can make your own
assessment of what is going on in front of you.
It is too easy to be inﬂuenced by commentators.
After adopting this tactic for a number of ﬁghts
you will become as good a judge as any pundit.
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 When paddock watching before a race pay
as much attention to the body language of the
humans on display as the equines – trainers,
jockeys and even stable lads/lasses can betray
when they are really keen on a beast’s chances
or, just as important, when they are not, via
speech, gestures, appearance, etc. Poker players
are forever looking to spot giveaway ‘tells’ from
the others around the table, but I am unaware
of anyone ever suggesting taking this well-proven
technique to the racecourse.
 Come up with something you know about but the
bookies don’t, and then approach them to ask for
odds. They won’t be able to resist the challenge
and could quite easily quote you over the odds
– remember the Hole in One Gang, who won
fortunes by the simple expedient of going into
betting shops and asking for odds about holes in
one happening at golf tournaments. Some bookies
knew the true likelihood and quoted them odds
of from 4/5 to 5/2, but some had no idea at all,
and they were offered – and accepted – odds of
up to 100/1, and cleaned up, perfectly legally.
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 If planning a wager on the BBC TV Sports
Personality of the Year, don’t rely on your own
feelings as to who is the most deserving
recipient when preparing to bet. Canvass
opinion from representatives of as many
generations as possible to discover whether
your fancy is appreciated by youngsters as well as
middle-aged and elderly prospective voters.
 Work quickly and take advantage of odds
compilers’ reluctance to discard their initial
judgement of a tournament when underdogs
begin to over-achieve and fancied contenders
under-achieve. England went into the ﬁve-match
One Day series against New Zealand in early
2008 as overwhelming favourites for the ﬁrst
game, and for the series. They were walloped
in the ﬁrst game but still made favourites for the
second – despite the evidence that everyone
had seen for themselves. Bookies couldn’t bring
themselves to believe they had called it totally
wrong. England were humiliated in the second
game, losing by ten wickets. The same thing
happened in the summer series at home.
 Keep an eye out for jockeys who are sharp
enough to nick a few lengths lead at the start of
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jump races where far too many riders seem quite
happy to amble off in their own time while the
pace-makers upfront are always ten lengths into
the race. Ruby Walsh is a jockey wise to this tactic
while, in Ireland, Darryl Jacob has used it to good
effect on horses like The Listener.
 Always look to oppose publicly tipped horses.
If their trainer or jockey is writing in a national
newspaper and is forcefully optimistic about
his or her charge; the general herd of punters
will look no further and steam into them, thus
decimating their odds, which are probably
already under-priced because they will be highproﬁle contenders. A positive tip does not mean
the horse won’t win, of course, but it does mean
that there will frequently be better odds available
for other runners with equally useful form.
 Never, ever, ever back Tiger Woods or Roger
Federer, or anyone else, to win a Grand Slam at
pre-season odds. Bookies slash these from the
full accumulative odds for fear of building up large
liabilities which they can’t do anything about. Back
your player for the ﬁrst event and then play up
your winnings at the best price available as you go
through the season. I guarantee you will beat
- 19 -
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the pre-season accumulative odds. Not that your
man will do the Grand Slam anyway, of course!
 Always try to be aware of topical sports news
as soon as possible – it might prevent you from
backing a loser and help you ﬁnd a winner.
If betting each-way, make sure the jockey on your
fancy is not one of those known for dropping his
hands when he can’t win.
Open as many on-line accounts as possible to take
advantage of best odds available – often pointed
up by comparison sites like oddschecker.
 Never change your mind.

SHOULD I STAY OR SHOULD I GO?

The crucial thing about Noel Edmonds’ smash-hit quiz
show Deal or No Deal is that it generally comes down to a
climax which sees the competitor confronted with a stark
choice.
He or she has two amounts of money which can be won
– for example, in Box A there is £5 to be won; in Box B
there is £100,000. Obvious! you cry – they have to go for
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